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People are not inherently
evil; substances make
them evil.
Andrew Connell '03
SGA Senator
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Dining Services.
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Update: Three volunteers
report "developments"
with breast enhancement
program.
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Student Film Festival dis-
plays Wooster's student
talent.
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Sports movies to catch
during Winter Break.
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Geology loses $90,000
Laura Nesler
News Editor
As Geology professor Allen
Dodson prepared for a lab yester-
day, he discovered that ten of the
department's highest-qualit- y
microscopes were missing.
Security arrived at approximately
2 p.m. and started a preliminary
investigation,
"A person would have to have
some knowledge that they were
there; they weren't in some public
area or near a window where
someone could have seen them,"
Director of Security Joe Kirk said.
Geology professor Mark
Wilson told the Voice that
although the room where the. theft
occurred is normally locked, it
wasn't yesterday.
"But there are many people
with access and keys to the room:
students, faculty and staff mem-
bers," Wilson said.
As petrographic microscopes,
the high-quali- ty equipment is
TB active
Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The recent diagnosis of active
tuberculosis in a Wooster student
led the College to mandate skin
tests for at-ri- sk students. '
Student Health Center Director
Nancy Anderson said the College
followed guidelines set by the
Ohio Department of Health and
the Center for Disease Control for
notification and testing'of poten-
tially affected students.
"Tuberculosis is an airborne
disease, but it's a disease that you
need to be in contact with for a
long period of time,-usuall- y, in a
confined space," Anderson said.
Anderson said those in closest
contact with the active tuberculo-
sis case were first to get the tuber-
culosis skin test, which would
also be repeated 12 weeks after it
was first administered. "What
they tell you is to work out in con-
centric circles," she said, saying
that students at lesser risk were
designed to. look at thin slices of
rock with polarized light
"To replace them, they're about
$9,000 each," Wilson said.
Administration is unsure about
a possible motive for the crime.
"It's not your everyday micro-
scope; it's not something that just
any student could use," Kirk said.
Wilson agreed, saying, "It's a
specialized instrument that has
great value to geologists, and we
simply don't know where they
could be resold."
The College has taken steps to
make contact with other geology
departments as well as informing
other Ohio schools and schools in
nearby states.
"We checked a number of dif-
ferent venues where these things
could be sold; because of the
uniqueness, it's not easy to get rid
of these without some suspicion,"
Kirk said.
Anyone with any information
should call Security at ext. 2590.
on campus
tested after the initial high-ris- k group.
Anderson said the College test-
ed more widely than the Center
for Disease Control actually mandates.
Not all positive test results
mean that tuberculosis symptoms
will occur. According to
Columbia University's site
. (http:www.goaskalice.coIum-bia.edu)- ,
"In most cases, the
immune system controls the dis-
ease by building a wall around the
germs the way a scab forms over a
cut." Tuberculosis germs, though
still present in the body, are inac-
tive and not infectious at this stage.
Tuberculosis infection may,
however, progress to disease.
Symptoms of the disease
include weakness, weight loss, .
fever and night sweats. Cough,
chest pain and coughing up blood
are symptoms specific to tubercu-
losis of the lung. The disease can
lead to permanent damage or
death. Tuberculosis is only infec-
tious in active cases.
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Wingman Steve Thompson '01
goes upfor a layup Saturday in the Scots' 85-6- 7 win over
EarUiam. The Scots were poised to become the number one
team in the nation, ranked number two at week 's end, fol-
lowing the loss of number one Calvin and seemingly des-
tined to move up. But, number three Carthage leapfrogged
the Scots and took the first slot in the closest poll in
D3hoops.com history. Steve Moore's team stands just six-vote- s
behind Carthage and has a four-vot- e edge over UW-Steve- ns
Point. Both Cartilage and Wooster earned eight
first-plac- e votes, and UW-Steve- ns Point earned seven. The
Scots enter break with the longest home-winnin- g streak in
Division III with 36 consecutive wins.
News
Dr. Perley
Sarah Trafford
' Staff Writer
It is understood that desks,
microscopes, plants and lab mice
will always be a part of the
College's Biology Department.
Faculty members, however, are
not as stationary, and this semes-
ter the College bids a fond
farewell to Dr. James Perley after
more than 32 years of service.
Perley, who first came to Wooster
in the fall of 1968, will take a
position as the Dean of Arts and
Sciences at Millikin University in
Decatur; 111.
Over the past three decades,
Perley, who has served on most of
the elected and appointed com-
mittees at the College, was presi-
dent of the American Association
of University Professors, helped
grade AP Biology tests for the
College Board and served as the
chairman of Wooster's Biology
Department.
The new position "will be an
OSU student
Laura Nesler
, News Editor
Violence erupted on campus
when Kenarden's second floor
lounge was the site of an assault
last Wednesday.
"The long and short of it is that
it was a situation of an ex-boyfri- end
having an altercation
with a current boyfriend who is
not a student at Wooster," -
Director of Security Joe Kirk
said. ..';
The incident began at about
10:30 p.m. when the current
boyfriend, a student at Ohio State,
came to visit his girlfriend, a sen-
ior at Wooster. "They
exchanged' words and then the
ex-boyfrie- nd, a resident of
Kenarden jumped on him and
started punching him in the nose,"
said an anonymous Kenarden res-
ident and witness.
Witnesses agreed in their state-
ments to the police that the
assault was unprovoked.
"The ex-boyfri- end was quite
agitated. He was shaky," the
Kenarden resident witness said.
The assault lasted only a minute.
Editor: Laura Nesler Assistant Editor: Alex Pries
set to leave after Spring 2001
opportunity to work with faculty
in a ..different setting," Perley
said. "The job provides new chal-
lenges and opportunities to use
skills that I gained during my
time as president of the American
Association of University
Professors," as well as skills
gained during' his tenure at Wooster
"Wooster
is a fine " wish
school and a and I look
very
place
good
to seeing it
work. It's James
hard to beat
Wooster well,
forward to
"prosper,
Perley said.
the sabbatical program for the
faculty, and the students have
been outstanding," Perley said.
Wooster students will miss
Perley as much as he will miss
them. "I walked into microbiolo-
gy the first day so intimidated,
but Dr.' Perley really helped ease
my fears and boost my confi-
dence," Cheryl Cuglewski '01
said. "What is so wonderful about
victimized
Two witnesses pulled the two stu-
dents apart and Security and
Wooster police were contacted
shortly thereafter.
"When we got there, the indi-
vidual who provoked the situation
had gone back into his room ... he
was the only one who threw the
punches. There were cuts all over
the victim's face and neck," Kirk
said. '
An officer questioned the sus-- 1
pect and the Wooster student was
arrested that night on a charge of
assault. He spent the night in
the local jail. Paramedics
arrived and the victim was
taken on a stretcher by ambu-
lance to the hospital. The vic-
tim remained conscious but suf-
fered a broken nose and com-
plained of dizziness.
"The Dean's Board and the
Judicial Board will hear the case
before the semester is done, given
the severity of the situation," Kirk said.
Their ultimate decisions will
include -- a decision as to what
extent the suspect will pay for the
victim's medical bill and ambu-
lance charge.
Dr. Perley is his incredible faith in
his students." i
Krista Klocke '03 echoed
Cuglewski's sentiments. "Coming
into college, I really hadn't an
inkling of what I wanted to major
in and where I wanted my life to
go. All that changed when this
semester I took Biology of
Organisms with
Dr. Perley ...
He's one of the
most helpful
professors, and
will definitely be
missed."
Much has changed since Perley
first came to Wooster, including a
much-welcom- ed change from the
quarter to the semester system as
well as to the course offerings of
the Biology Department, which
have been expanded to include
molecular biology and genetics.
One of the most notable
changes for Perley has been stu-
dent use of cars on campus.
Ebola strikes Pakistan, Uganda
Naomi Kresge
- Editor-in-Chi- ef
. Nine fatalities as a result of the
deadly Ebola virus were recently
reported in Karachi, Pakistan,
according to the "London Daily
Telegraph."
The "Telegraph" also reported
at least three additional confirmed
cases of infection in the city of 10
million people. Experts are calling
for precautionary measures, warn-
ing against misdiagnosing of additio-
nal-cases. This would be the
first incidence of the disease out
gasper-aiu- v
!, it ;"l ' 1 iV Ir''
'
"Thirty years ago, you didn't find
it hard to park. Now more stu-
dents have cars, and you are more
likely to see them jumping in cars
to drive to Lowry or even the
P.E.C. to work out," Perley said.
One experience, which has
stuck out in Perley's mind for thir-
ty years, concerns the Vietnam-er- a
protests. "The time after the Kent
State shootings when the presi-
dent supported the . shootings,
there "was a summer program here
at Wooster - called 'Participation
'70,' addressing the violence of
the time. It was a great opportuni-
ty because it allowed students to
become involved in the political
atmosphere of the day," Perley said.
Perley is looking forward to his
new position, but wants the com-
munity to know that "I wish
Wooster well, and I look forward
to seeing it prosper and maybe we
can workout some athletic con-
tests with Millikin at some point
down the road," he said.
side Africa.
Ebola is a variant of viral hem-
orrhagic fever, transmitted
through body fluids. Symptoms
include high fever, chest pains,
vomiting and extensive internal
bleeding and often culminate in
death of severe shock.
Although researchers in Paris
reported successful vaccine test-
ing on monkeys last week, the
disease has no cure as yet
Treatment - includes aggressive
rehydration therapy.
The news out of Pakistan
From the desk cf the Payroll C.T.ce...
Because the Student Payroll Office and the Treasurer's Office
will be closed Dec. 27 and 23, note the following changes:
PAYDATE: The pay scheduled for Dec. 2S will te mov ed to Dec. 21
TIMECARDS: To be included on the Dec. 22 payroll, timecards
must be received in the payroll office ro 1 ' t t'- - - 4 . D :e. 1 9.
Timecards received after --sl time wiil be h the J.n. 1 1 p.:ycheck.
For both the Dec. 14 and 22 pays: If you v.r.rd yr r c1 -- ! s r.::."ei to
you e:T-errru-s, p!:..--3 leave one i. s .'.:..' . .!.-- : .! ye
r c:.-.i- i ... ... n u.ep. ;. .1 c
Dins' late
Abe Abrams -
Staff Writer
Lowry dining hall will be
extending its hours of service
during finals wek. All other
meals will te served as usual,
but from 9 p.m. ur.'.il 12 p.m. on
Dec. 12, 13 and 14 students will
be able to step in for a meal.
Accord." i to Director of
Hospitality Services Chuck
Wagers, the reason for ' the
extended i.rri V! cones down
to cu . "".Ye real-- h
ize t: ; d crazy
wet k, t this will
rr.:.he c i the stu- -
.i ... .
. f.e.ients
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comes nearly concurrent with the
death early Tuesday morning of
Ugandan Dr. Matthew Lukwiya.
Lukwiya was the first to identify
the September Ugandan outbreak
as Ebola.
The World Health
Organization's Ebola coordinator
in Gulu, Uganda Ray Arthur, told
reporters, "Possibly Lukwiya
got infected while caring for one
of the staff members at the hospi-
tal."
. Lukwiya's death brought the
Ugandan fatality count to 156. '
cr n ;
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Loveless' FYS examines Dining Service dimensions
Alex Pries
Assistant News Editor
Hospitality Services at the College, sometimes the object
of students' ridicule and displeasure, can be satisfied with
its role ur environmentally sound practices. Students in Dr.
Lyn Loveless' FYS course, The Global and the Particular:
Forging our Environmental Future seminar students
recently completed a study of food services on cam-
pus in terms of its ability to promote sustainable
management.
"There has been an effort to see campuses as a communi-
ty; there are choices communities can make to be more
environmentally friendly. In that context, I wanted to take
a small piece of the campus Wooster and examine it,"
Loveless said.
Elliot Fackler '04, a member of the class, said, "I think as
far as their Food Services recycling and food waste
efforts, it comes down to students being responsible ... they
can't really control the food that gets wasted. I think
they're doing a good pretty good job for now."
Students in Loveless FYS looked at Dining Services in
three dimensions: the packaging, the purchasing and the
waste production. ' With the help of Director of Hospitality
Services Chuck Wages, students gathered information
about what factors play into the College's dining sys-
tem. Wagers commented that, his task ultimately
'98 grad dies in accident
Laura Nesler
News Editor
The College of Wooster com-
munity recendy lost another for-
mer student, the second alumni
death in the. past three weeks.
Timothy Nathaniel Whiting, a
member of the Class of 1998, was
on his way from Idaho to Utah on
a skiing trip. He died at the scene
of an automobile accident Sunday
Nov. 26 in Box Elder County,
Utah. Whiting's truck hit an ice
patch on the road and overturned
more than three times. He and the
two other passengers were wear-
ing seatbelts.
Whiting, age 25, suffered
extensive head and internal
injuries when the roof of the truck
collapsed. As of Nov. 30, one pas-
senger was reportedly in serious
condition, and the other was treat-
ed and released.
A history major and lacrosse
athlete from Worcester, mSIs.,
Whiting was also a member of the
Phi Omega Sigma fraternity.
After graduation be moved to
Wyoming to follow his passion
for the outdoors and enjoyed ski-
ing, rock climbing and fishing.
"I knew Tim the four years he
; here in college. He played
revolves around price and service.
"Certainly, things could be different if less food was
taken. From the WVN study last week for example, 296
pounds of food went through the Lowry service belt at one
meal. That's roughly a ton of food a week just at dinner,"
Wagers said.
Among their findings. Loveless commented that Wagers
is doing a very good job of considering what elements
of Dining Services promote sustainability. "My over-
all sense is that Dining Services has already thought about
areas where they can be environmentally friendly,"
Loveless said.
The study indicates that roughly 90 percent of the
packing in which food arrives is recyclable and that
98 percent of that actually does get recycled through
the College's recycling program. "We have one of the
best campus recycling programs in the United States, and
we should be proud of that," Loveless said.
Dining Services receives its food stocks from Sysco, a
major food retailer located in Cleveland. While this is ben-
eficial in terms of convenience, the purchase of locally
grown foods may better the College's environmental friend-
liness.
Students commented that while it is good that Dining
Services is getting their foods out of Cleveland (more effi-
cient than from many scattered sources), it might be advan-
tageous to look for some local sources. In addition to pro
attacker on the lacrosse team and
senior year he had the opportunity
to start. Tim was someone who
worked really hard at his craft, and
always tried to get better,"
Lacrosse Head Coach John
McKechnie said.
As a senior, he tied for the team
lead in scoring with 23 points (16
goals and 7 assists).
"Tim was one of the young men
who really got around on campus
and got to know everyone. He
always had a smile on his face and
he always wanted to see how
everyone else was doing. I was up
at the funeral and there were seven
former team members and 15
Wooster graduates ; there,"
McKechnie said.
Whiting leaves behind his par-
ents and a sister and brother, both
of Durham, N.C. A funeral was
held Dec. 1 in Worcester, Mass.,
followed by a private buriaL A
memorial services was held in
Chapel Hill, N.C. on Tuesday.
Another memorial service will
take place in Jackson, Wyo. this
Friday. In lieu of flowers, memori-
al contributions may be made in
Whiting's name to the Hill Center,
3130 Pickett Road, Durham, N.C.
27705-600- 8.
moting environmentally friendly practices, it would serve to
improve local economies.
"Yes.it would be great to be serviced locally in terms of
fuel emissions. But because we buy in such large quanti-
ties, it would be difficult to serve an organization like ours
locally," Wagers said.
One major difficulty of tying to balance ecologically
sound practices is the fact that students are ultimately the
ones who say what is acceptable or not.
"The audience of this college is the student body, and
they are very critical of food services. They want it now. If
the students were willing to understand, then we could
change our buying policies. Food Services has a monu-
mental challenge and they're doing a pretty good job. But,
with the support of the students and college we could be
better," Loveless said.
Loveless commented that the idea for this study came
from activities (hat are occurring at colleges and universi-
ties all over the United States.
Other schools such as Penn State University and
Middlebury College in Vermont have completed studies
detailing the ecological aspects of all that occurs there.
Other schools have signed the Talloire Declaration,
which basically states that these schools would agree to a
certain degree of sustainability. While the College does not
have the resources to complete a full study. Loveless want-
ed to explore some part of it in.her FYS.
Students, stafT b:cl zt
silent auction TYies icy
The annual B.I.S.H.O.P.'s P.L.E.A. r,.,no BY B Spuxdlnnkr
Silent Auction was held Tuesday in
Lowry Center. ."Believing In Some Hope Or Purpose for People
Living Everyday with AIDS" was founded by Jim and Peggy Bishop
in 1994. Jim is diagnosed HIV positive, and the couple works to help
others deal with the news that they or a family member have AIDS.
The organization also provides services such as helping people living
with the disease pay bills and finding resources to help them cope
mentally, emotionally, physically and financially. '
Items for the auction are donated by members of the College and the
local community. All proceeds benefit the organization.
One of the winners at the auction was Toni Caxsarino '01, who bid
$85 for a reserved parking space in the BLssman parking lot
COLIU
Department
announces a
GOODWILL
SHOE DRIVE
Clean out your
closets and
donate your old
shoes to people
who need them.
Look for drop-
off bins in
Wishart and
Lowry.
Thank you
VrrwpnTMTS
"Cram for
There are more pressing needs at this college, but somehow
we seem to remember all the little victories. Hospitality
Services will have Lowry open until midnight during
finals next week and allow students to return to "Cram for
Exams'" into the wee hours of the night No, it's not as
important or as impressive as remodeling Kauke, but it is one
small perk that will enhance what will be a dreadful week
of exams. Each student is allotted a "bonus meal" next week
and will be able to use the dining hall as a study break, or
as an alternative to the library for studying. It's like going
to Mom's for a study break without having to pay anything.
What more can we ask for? Hospitality Services has
continued to listen to the desires of students, bringing about
the Java Hut, the changes in Kittredge, and now Chuck
Wagers has instituted "Cram for Exams.'1 Lowry food
but it this year s changes are any
continue to get better.
always s a bad rap,
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Student Employmerit defends itself
To the Editors:
The Nov. 1 6 issue of the Voice
included an editorial titled "Student'
Employment Struggles." As the
students who operate the Student
Employment Office, we met to
discuss the concerns that were
listed because we feel that this is
an important opportunity to com-
municate with the Wooster communi-
ty. In addition, we extend an open
invitation to all students to learn
how Wooster's student job process
really works. Specifically, we
would like to clarify three main
issues listed in the editorial.
The first concern was, "Student
Employment is supposed to' be
responsible for posting job open-
ings, monitoring hirings and fir-
ings; and handling student appli-
cations. We can only post jobs
that departments choose to fill
through the Office. The College
does not force departments to fill
all positions through Student
Ernptoyment, and if they do, we act
only as a referral service. This is
the role that has been printed in
the Student Employment
WARA: What's it good for? Sports!
.
To the Editors:
In effort to recognize The
Women's Athletic and Recreation
Association (WARA) I have com-
posed the following in the spirit of
the holidays:
Twas a day in November, and
all through Wooster not a student
was stirring, except WARA mem-
bers. The gym was ready with
sports equipment to share in hopes
that Girl Scout troops would soon
be there. The WARA members
had jumped out of their beds
while visions of sports drills and
games danced in their heads. Our
president Jenn Pock and advisor
Brenda Meese at last settled down
for a morning to remember. When
at nine o'clock there arose such a
clatter we ran to see if some-
thing was the matter.
Away to the entrance we flew
like a flash opened the doors to
avoid a crash. And what to our
wondering eyes should appear but
, a Girl Scout leader and her little
Handbook. The SEO is not
"responsible for monitoring hirings
and firings" and is not permitted to be
involved in either process.
Departments make these deci-
sions and are responsible for com-
pliance with College policy and gov-
ernment regulations.
" A second concern was: "appli-
cations take weeks to get to the
potential employer:" Not true. New
applications are accumulated, and
at the end of each work day we
photocopy them and walk them to
the Lowry Post Office to be sent
through campus mail. Once a stu-
dent completes an application, it
is delivered to him or her within 24
; hours.
Finally, as the students who
operate the SEO, we were espe-- ,
cially hit hard by two of the state-
ments: "Those posting job open-
ings have found that, unless you --
talk to the person in charge, your
posting may not go through ...
And if you try to speak with
Student Employment directly,
don't sit around and wait for
someone to call you back." We
consider ourselves a group of hard
dears. More rapid than horses did
their little legs run, as they shout-
ed to one another to come and
have fun: "Come on Kelly, come
on Faye let's learn.about differ-
ent sports today." Their eyes how
they twinkled their faces how
merry!! They began to shoot
hoops with a ball that they carried.
Jenn Pock spoke a few words
and then she and the group got
straight to work. Dribbling,
passing and shooting basket-
balls were first on die list, fol-
lowed by showing the girls how to
play with lacrosse sticks. Softball
was the next sport the girls were
to master. Their hand-ey- e coordi-
nation was slow at first but soon
got faster. Tennis was the final
lesson of the day, which many of
the girls claimed they knew how
to play. .
Then Brenda Meese sat them
down and told them a story. She
explained the importance of play-
ing sports for love and not glory.
And with high fives and. a final
working, responsible students who
take pride in our work and do it
efficiently. Never has a job open-
ing come into this office and not
been posted. Regarding the return
of telephone calls, we keep a tele-
phone log to record messages and
return them promptly.
We are disappointed that the edi-
torial was written without check-
ing the accuracy of the concerns,
then printed and distributed to the
Wooster community. Please, if you
have an employment problem, come
to our office or call us at ext. 2234.
We are here to help you find a job
and we want everyone to understand
the employment process. The SEO
has worked hard to build a
respectable reputation and we do
not want to see it attacked in this
way. As employees of Student
Employment, we ask the editors of
the Voice to please consider the
value of an attack and whether it
is equal to the effect it has on the
intended target, and to consider a
firsthand validation of opinions before
future viewpoints are published.
-- The Student Employment Staff
t
cheer, all the girls gathered then-ne-w
clinic t-sh- irts and gear. Then
the Girl Scout leader gave a quick
whistle, and away they all left like
the down of a thistle. The precious
Girl Scouts said as they drove out
of sight, "Thank you WARA
you guys are all right!!!!" "
Kudos goes to The Women's
Athletic and Recreation Association
for their fine work in reaching out
to the young girls of the Wooster
community.
On Saturday, Nov. 11, WARA
held its fall clinic with local Girl
Scout Troops. The day was spent
teaching the girls how "to play bas-
ketball, lacrosse, softball and ten-
nis. Thanks to all that helped
majce the event a success. WARA
plans to hold a spring clinic with
volleyball, soccer, field hockey
and badminton. If you would be
interested in helping in the spring,
contact Jenn Pock or any other
WARA member.
--Nicole DeSantis
femes-ret- - rt u.e
t tw mx
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Environmentalist speaks out
Two weeks after the United
Nations Conference on Climate
Change, we're still coughing up
C02 like we've been doing for
years. Regardless of the fact that
we should have had at least a
framework to begin cutting back
on our emissions, . the 6th
Convention of the Parties (COP6)
didn't dish out any such treaty.
For at least another six months,
we'll be pumping ; greenhouse
gases into, the air, despite the
recent "New York Times' article
announcing that global warming
might reach 1 1 degrees in the next
100 years. How could the United
Nations have failed us on such a vital
issue? I have a three-wor- d answer
The United States.
Suiprising? Oonskkring tfr the United
Stte is four percent ofthe world's popu-
lation but emits 26 percent of the
world's carbon dioxide, probably
. not Considering that the U.S. del-
egation was headed by Frank Loy,
a favorite of the oil industry, prob-
ably not. And considering mat "spe-
cial interests like the American
Nuclear Society and fossil fuel
honchos did everything they could
to keep the United States from actually
taking responsibility for the damage
it has done, probably not.
Greenpeace sent 225 U.S. stu-
dents over to COP6 in The Hague
last week to convince the US. dele
f LEWI WUC rVM OoO
Emily Schadlfr
gates that people are worried
.
about
global warming. The U.S. delega-
tion told us, in Ihejr wads and actions,
that they don't care. Short term prof-
its and favor in the eyes of the fos-
sil fuel industry seem to be more
important Chanted, not everyone
believes that global warming will
knock out humanity. But there is a
broad spectrum of consequences
between here and doomsday, and it
is hard to deny that we've started
down that yellow brick road. Take
Tuvalu, a small island nation in
the South Pacific that is actually
going underwater due to rising sea
levels. Or consider the Eskimos in
Alaska who are, for the first time
in the history of 'their culture,
encountering mosquitoes because
of a longer warm season.
In The Hague, Josh Lynch, Kat
Hartman, Dave Niersbach and I
spoke with natives from both of
these locations. Their stories were
heartbreaking especially amidst
the rhetoric and political maneu-
vering inside COP6, where we
realized that theJUnited States was
going to prohibit the world from
creating a substantial treaty. As we
demonstrated and debated, we
showed the world that not all.
Americans support a dirty global
warming treaty.
Although the U.S. delegation did-
n't heed our howling, the European
Union did. In the final days of COP6,
the EU stood strong and didn't let
the U.S. delegation get away with
the hollow treaty it held out for. The
United Nations will meet again within
the next six months to take another
shot at climate change. However, the
United States has to shape up and
realize that, as the most consump-
tive country in the world, it can't get
away without cutting a substantial
amount of its greenhouse gas emis-
sions. We certainly can't expect the
U.S. delegation to become con-
scious on its own if it had any
intention of taking responsibility, it
would have done so this time.
We, as the generation that will
have to wrestle with the conse-
quences of global warming, need to
do a lot of hooting and hollering
before COP6.5. We have to speak
with all of our might to make the
delegation realize that we won't
put up with their irreverence far our
future. I tie Greenpeace students learned
anything from swimming around ki the
beDy of the beast, it istfis: speaking over
the lull of the fossil fuel industry is
hard as hell, but we have a chance kibe
heard if we speak in unison.
Emily Schadler is a guest
columnist for The Wooster Voice.
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Hickey defends library
To the Editors:
I read with concern your
"Viewpoints" editorial, "Library
deceptively distracting," in the
Nov. 30 issue. You make three
points: (1) some I.S. carrels are
noisy; (2) library workers con-
tribute to the noise; and (3)
parts of the building are either
too hot or too cold.
It's true that some carrels are
noisy. No one is "assigned" to
any particular carrel sen-
iors choose their own based
upon a lottery system but
nevertheless, some end up in nois-
ier locations. Except for the public
service desks, where some con-
versation is necessary in order to
help people, all floors of all the
libraries are supposed to be
"quiet."
If anyone is being bothered by
conversations nearby, she or he
should feel free to ask the talkers
to be more considerate by keeping
their voices down .or going else-
where.
We are reminding desk workers
in the strongest terms that they are
not to engage in chit-ch- at on the
job, and that they have a responsi-
bility by their example to keep the
libraries quiet.
If you are disturbed by noise
generated by library employees,
you are encouraged to ask them to
keep it down, and to complain
when a supervisor is on duty if
you're still not satisfied. Just be
Hallak clarifies position
To the Editors:
Here is some clarification to
some confusion that might have
arisen as a result of last week's
article on the Middle East:
The difficult living conditions I
faced while living in the West
Bank are a result of Israeli occu-
pation and oppression. Since
Israel currently occupies approxi-
mately 90 percent of the West
Bank, they are responsible for the
poor government services in the
area. Inside Israel, less than 20
percent of the taxes collected from
the non-Je- ws (Muslim and Christian
citizens of Israel) is reinvested as gov-.emme- nt
services tobenefit their cornrpu-- .
nines. Subsidized housing is only
sure to note when and where the
problem occurred so that the
supervisor can identify the people
responsible for causing it.
Otherwise we can only issue
blanket reminders, which may
have little impact on those
involved.
We've had a variety of com-
plaints about temperature varia-
tions throughout Andrews and
Gault libraries. It's very hard to
get a consistent temperature
with so much open space, and
sometimes students sabotage
the thermostats by opening win-
dows.
Furthermore, all Andrews
Library windows are single-glaze- d,
making seats near them
cold in the winter. If temperatures
in the center of the building are
comfortable, those on the perime-
ter may be much too cold. We try
to strike the best middle-groun- d
we can.
The Physical Plant is aware of
concerns about the temperature
and is monitoring the situation,
but there's only so much they or
we can do, given the nature of the
buildings.
Finally, as always, I'm always
happy to discuss issues related
to the libraries with anyone
who has a compliment or a
complaint.
-- Damon D. Hickey
Director of Libraries
available for Jewish citizens.
Non-Jewis- h citizens of Israel
are treated in the same manner as
the Black U.S. citizens in the
1950s. They can only purchase
land and live in certain areas.
The Israeli government does
not recognize non-Jewi- sh owned
banks and insurance companies.
Israel simply does not grant equal
right to all its citizens. Every
oppressed individual has a right to
protest. That was how the United
Stated won its freedom. There is
no excuse for political oppression.
Excusing Israeli aggression and
oppression because Jews were
once oppressed is unacceptable.
-- Nizar Hallak '0
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Editors: Leila Atassi & Molly McKinney
Tis ' the season : holiday observations abound at Woo
Molly McKinney
Features Editor
It's December when cold
weather and crowded malls come
with the holiday season.
Christmas is the holiday that is
most focused upon, especially
when it comes to advertising and
decorations. But what people may
or may not know is that there is
more than just Christmas to cele-
brate in December. Many people
on the Wooster campus are
observing their own holidays
this time of year. Here are a few
of those holidays, and how
those around us choose to cele-
brate: , . -
Hanukkah
Hanukkah (or Chanukah) is cel-
ebrated eight days and eight
nights, beginning the 25th day of
Kislev on the Hebrew Calendar,
which include parts of November
and December on the Gregorian
calendar. Hanukkah is a celebra-
tion of the re-dedicat- ion of the
holy Temple in Jerusalem, after
the 165 B.C. Israelite victory over
the Syrians.
While there are many symbols
of Hanukkah, what may be most
familiar are the menorah and the
dreidel. The menorah is lit each
night to commemorate the miracle
which occurred after the victory
over the Syrians, when there was
only enough oil to light the can-
dles for one night, but they burned
for eight. The center candle is lit
on the first night of Hanukkah,
with each remaining -- candle lit,
from left to right, until the eighth
candle is lit on the eighth and final
night of the holiday. A blessing is
recited each night before the can-
dles are lit
A second symbol of Hanukkah
is the "dreidel. The dreidel is a
four-side- d spinning top with a
Hebrew letter inscribed on each
side. In the United States, the let-
ters stand for "A Great Miracle
Happened There." In Israel, the
letters mean "A Miracle
Happened Here."
Each player receives a given
number of coins or candy pieces,
and before spinning-th- e dreidel,.
puts a fixed proportion of the
amount received into the "kupah"
or kitty. The dreidel is spun, and
whatever letter it lands on deter-
mines how much the player gains
or loses from the kitty. The game
continues until all players are out
or until everyone agrees to stop.
Hanukkah begins this on
December 21 and ends December
29. Although it falls after the hol-
iday break begins, Hillel will hold
a small, intimate celebration on
campus.
Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa (or Quansa) was start-
ed in 1966 by Dr. Maulana
Karenga, a professor at the
California State University, Long
Beach. Celebrated Dec. 26
through Jan. 1, Kwanzaa encour-
ages African-America- ns to think
about their African roots as well
as their lives in present-da- y
United States.
Kwanzaa, which means "the
first fruits," is based on African
festivals. One of the rituals of
Kwanzaa is the lighting of the
Kinara.Three red candles are
placed to the left of the Umoja,
the black center candle which
stands for unity, and three green
candles are placed to the right
Candles are then lit each day alter-
nately from left to right.
Last Sunday was the Kwaanza
dinner in Mackey Hall.
Sponsored by IMAGES, stu-
dents dined on traditional
Kwaanza food and enjoyed their
holiday season.
Ramadan
Ramadan is celebrated by
Muslims in remembrance of the
Koran's revelation from the Angel
Gabriel unto the Prophet
.
Muhammed over 1,400 years ago.
During this month of the Muslim
lunar calendar, Muslims fast from
sunrise to sunset as a humbling act
of worship, discipline and spiritu-
ality. - .
The "Night of Power," the exact
night of the Koran's revelation, is
said to be one of the last ten nights
of the month, and Muslims who
stay awake, steadfast in prayer on
this evening, are said to have their
prayers answered and to be forgiven of
all their sins. The month concludes
with the Eid, a night of feasting
and celebration and the congrega-
tion of the Muslim community.
Wooster students who observe
Ramadan are accomodated by
Food Services. During the month
of Ramadan, they are able to use
their ID cards at Mom's and eat
after sundown, when the daily fast is
broken.
Christmas
There are signs of Christmas all
over campus. Lowry dining hall is
. adorned with wreaths and pictures
of winter scenes. Christmas lights --
hang in rooms all over campus.
One very familiar sight is the
Christmas tree in Lowry lobby,
which is decorated this year
with colorful lights and
wrapped in a spirited ribbon of
McLeod tartan.
.
There is another tree on cam-
pus, but this one serves a special
purpose. In the middle of
Andrews Library stands a tall
evergreen tree. Throughout the
holiday season, the Wooster
library staff collects new books to
donate to local agencies. This
year, the books will be distributed
to People to People Ministries, the
library at Every Woman's House
and the Salvation Army's after
school reading program, which
includes local children ages third
grade to high school.
Sue Dunlap, the Preservation
Manager of Technical Services in
the library, is chair of this year's
committee to organize the
gram.. Dunlap said that anyone
can bring a book to the collection
boxes, located at the reserves desk
in Gault Library and the circula-
tion desk in Andrews Library.
"When you donate a book, you .
can fill out a tag and hang it on
the tree. It's a good way to deco-
rate," Dunlap said.
Begun three years ago, the giv-
ing tree was created as a way to
decorate the annual Christmas bee in
the library, as well as doing something
generous during the holiday season.
"It's a way of giving hack to the com-
munity," Dunlap said. ;
....''
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The Christmas tree is a traditional sight in the Lowry lobby in
the weeks before winter break.
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Submit your writing, art, and poetry to
s Year One Magazine
:
And receive a $25 prize if your work is published in the
2001 issue!
Just about any type of writing and art is. acceptable for sub-
mission: fiction, nonfiction, personal essays, paintings, sculp-
ture, memoirs, poetry and photographs.
Send your submissions by DEC. 19 to
c-31-74
-
or drop them off to the library WRITING CENTER
If you have any questions about YEAR ONE or your submissions,
please contact Nathan Wilkinson at x 2607 or email NWilkinson
De20(19
Foy's experiences span the Atlantic
Karen Auble
Managing Editor
On. Dec. 13, President Clinton
will arrive in Northern Ireland to
discuss the peace process that has
been precariously underway in the
region for decades. Wooster stu-
dents, however, need not cross the
Atlantic to discuss the peace .
prospects. Just wander to Babcock
Hall or into a Model United
Nations meeting or gospel choir
practice to any one of activities
Emma Foy '01, visiting student
from Northern Ireland, has joined
since coming to the College last
August. v
Foy," a second-yea- r European
studies and politics student at
Queens University, Belfast, was
awarded a BEI (Business
Education Initiative) scholarship.
The scholarship enables 150 stu-
dents from Northern Ireland to
pursue business studies in the
States each year. The BEI's pri-
mary incentive is to boost the
economy of Northern Ireland and
safeguard the region from what
Foy calls the "brain drain."
"Northern Ireland has the highest
education standards in Britain, but
yet people go abroad to get jobs
because the economy in Northern
Ireland isn't very good. "... People
leave university and that's it
they're gone out of the country,"
she said.
The dialogue Foy has found at
Wooster enables her to put ethnic
conflicts at home into the context
of broader global awareness. She
said, "Living in Babcock Hall,
surrounded by people from almost
every continent in the world,
makes you put the troubles in your
own country into perspective."
Despite her proximity at times
to politically-motivate- d violence
one her most harrowing anec-
dotes involving the 1989 mas-
sacre of 11 people outside her
school in Enniskillen her out-
look is optimistic. "Just in 2000
now, on what was the bomb site,
they're now clearing for a univer-
sity," she said.
"There is still a lot of division in
Northern Ireland and you can
even see jt in ... the schools that
you go to," Foy explained. Public
schools are just one example of
!
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Emma Foy will be spending a year at the College of Wooster.
Protestant and Catholic segrega-
tion policies. However, she says
the university atmosphere she
shares with other students at
Queens has proven how people
with differences can live together.
"We're all students; we're all con-
cerned about things like money
and grades. And basic concerns
like that override any political
connotations or affiliations with
whatever political grouping," she
said.
In the aftermath of atrocities
as well, political divisions are
cast in a more contemptible
light. Foy recounts a bomb
attack in the nearby town of
Omagh two years ago which
killed 30 people. "I was work-
ing in a sports shop during fhe
summer. ... At the time people
were shopping, walking around,
enjoying themselves. And I
remember we turned on all the tel-
evision screens onto the news
channel. And I remember just the
horror and disguist on everyone's
faces. It just crossed all the
boundaries of political affiliations
just the scenery of having eight
or nine television screens all with
the same image," she said.
In the last five years, Foy
claims to have noticed a consider-
ably relaxed security presence.
Army troops are less concentrated
in the streets, car bombs are less
frequent, fewer police carry
unconcealed firearms. Public
opinion in the region also seems
to suggest the possibility for a
more peaceful coexistence in
Northern Ireland.
In 1998, for example, 73
percent of the population
voted in favor of the Good
Friday Agreement (known also
as the Belfast --Agreement) to
protect the rights and interests
of all individuals regardless of
political or religious affilia-
tion. Foy emphasized, "It was
one of the highest voting turnouts
ever in Northern Ireland, which
shows that there is the optimism.
There is a realization that there are
two communities that they
have a common economic need,
that they have a common agricul-
tural need, and they have a com-
mon business need," she said.
Breast cream debuts
Leila Atassi
Features Editor
Earlier this semester, the bice ran
a section devoted to the body image
issues that plague us as both a college
community and a society at large. In
continuation of this theme, the Voice
has decided to test one of the prod-
ucts that promises results in the
never-endin- g quest to improve
one's body image in 'an experi-
ment involving a breast-enhanceme- nt
program called "Women's
Enhance." We've selected three
women who wished to enhance
what their mamas gave them to
participate in a trial period of the
program, during which they were
asked to keep a journal, record-
ing any changes they or their
.friends had witnessed.
Women's Enhance is a three-pa- rt
program, consisting of
herbal capsules, oral spray and a
topical cream that, when used
properly, should work together to
stimulate breast growth and
increase cleavage. The product is
composed of all natural herbal
ingredients such as gingko biloba
for increased blood flow, chaste-berr- y
for hormonal balance and
angelica for glandular and repro-
ductive health.
We've asked our subjects to
report back in the middle of the
trial period and inform us of any
"developments" in their personal
experiements. The participants
have requested to maintain
anonymity. (Sorry, guys. You'll
have to keep your eyes open and-figu- re
them out on your own.)
Participant 1
Much to the amazement of all of
my mends (who quoted the Princess
Bride to me: There is a shortage of
perfect breasts in mis world; k would
be a pity to ruin yours) I was willing
to try the product, all the while
espousing the idea that breast
size is far less important than
how kind, intelligent and inter-
esting a person is. I still think
that this is true. I do not think
that my life would be better with
bigger breasts. But in some hyp
ocritical part of myself I won-
dered what it would be like to
have bigger breasts, so I prepared
myself mentally for the fact that
they might, against all odds, grow.
Fortunately, the enhancement,
products do not seem to cause
any negative side effects. In the
miraculous instance that herbs
really can increase the size of
women's breasts, I will be con-
tinuing the treatment You will
just have to wait until next time
in order to find out whether fenu-
greek is the secret to a career as a
Victoria's Secret model.
Participant 2
When I was given the opportu-
nity to try this breast enhance-
ment product (and for free, too!)
I literally jumped (and screamed
too I think) at the chance.
However, as I began the process,
something was nagging at me.
With every pill I took I felt like I
was betraying my feminist
beliefs, my mother (who has
always encouraged me to see my
body positively), and every other
small-breast- ed woman who was
living happily.
After about three week of
using the product religiously I
began to feel changes in my
breasts. They were much, much
more tender than usual and very
sensitive to the touch (kind of a
fun perk!). Istldm'tknowifrmaro-pfcfct- y
comfrrbHe wih whs I'm d ing k
my body and whl I'm wyiig staut
acxrplOTxardbudyimbutldukriMr
tit (he Lrc ofaCcup isjusl k powerful.
Participant 3
Maybe growing your breasts is
like walking on water a matter
of faith. I just didn't have enough.
The depth of the bra-growi- ng regi-
men was the first thing tn surpme nie:
I began popping 12 pills a day, spray-
ing something vaguely resembling
aerosol cough syrup under my ti ngue
four times a day, and smearing sun-larry-smell- ing
cream on my front
every morning and every night My
breasts were never so high-maintenan- ce.
And they didn't grow.
But I didn't expect them to.
Still, the breast cream regimen,
though irritating, is probably
both better and cheaper than
slicing your mammary glands
open and sliding gel pads into
them. At that price, even the
placebo effect might be worth
betting on.
Either that, or find yourself a
connoisseur of leggs, butts or
.intelligent conversation.
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Student film festival brings attention to Wooster talent
David Powell
A&E Editor
Wooster's first student film fes-
tival brought light to an. often-ignor- ed
art form on campus.
Though Wooster offers few cours-
es in film, the festival exhibited
the interest in film and the talents
of amateur filmmakers on cam-
pus.
"There is a strong interest in
film here, but a strong lack of
study of film," festival master of
ceremonies Nick Hanson '03
said.
The film festival was put
together by co-coordina- tors
Hanson and Victor Rortvedt '02,
along with a group of students
who share a common interest in
film and filmmaking.
Traditionally the group has run a
small, unofficial film "club"
which watches and discusses
films. The group designed the
festival as a medium of sharing
their artwork with the college
community.
"There is sort of a student
movement to show the campus
that the interest and talent are
here," Hanson said.
Hanson and Rortvedt were
pleased with the response; around
50 people attended the festival.
"We did not have as much time
to advertise as we wanted, but
there were a lot more people there
than we expect
ed," Hanson
said.
Rortvedt said
he liked the fact
that no awards
were given out
AH the" film sub-
missions were
also shown, put-
ting no prefer-
ence on the
experience or
style of the film-i- n
a k e r s .
Rortvedt added
that although
some of the
films were made
as class projects,
people who just
wanted to make
a film for enjoy-
ment made most
of the submis-
sions.
"I think this is the most vital
way of filmmaking because peo-
ple are doing it out of passion for
the art, instead of with a commer-
cial motivation," Rortvedt said.
Another important reason for
holding the film festival was as an
motivational tool for both the
filmmaker and viewer. Hanson
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Peter King explains his film
photo by Ben Spieldenner
"Heavy Duti."
said that having their ; films
viewed by strangers is inspira-
tional to filmmakers. And
Rortvedt hopes the festival will
inspire others to go out and try to
make their own films.
"We wanted to build a commu-
nity of those who are interested in
film and create an academic inter-
est," Rortvedt said.
Along with
Hanson and
Rortvedt, Wooster
students Sid
Bose 'OU Ben
Spieldenner '01,
Wes Bennett
'01 and Peter
King '03 all had
films at the fes-- t
i v a 1 .
Pepperdine stu-
dent Richard
Doughman also
had a film
shown, which
he had made
with Hanson.
.
Sid Bose's
film, "Just
Words," was
the longest
shown at the
--- -v-- festival, run-
ning about 40
minutes. The film is about the life
of a struggling author in Calcutta,
India. The film takes an almost
anti-Hollywo-
od style, focusing on
the author's everyday life and
relationships without a traditional
plot. Bose said the European
directors of the 1960s influenced
the format of the film. The film
has been shown by his friend in
New York and' won several stu-
dent film, festival awards, but
Bose says they aren't really that
important to him. ,
Rortvedt's film "Mario's Pizza
& Subs" was the first film shown.
The film was a documentary of a
personable pizza- - place in
Arlington, Va. whose business
rests on the personalities of the
workers such as Joe who has
been working there for more than
40 years as much as the
recipes. -
"I've been going there all of my
life, and the people working there
are great characters," Rortvedt
said. .
,-
-
To make the film, Rortvedt bor-
rowed , the cameras from
Arlington Community TV
Channel 33, which showed the
film on public television.
As long as there are enough
new - submissions, Hanson and
Rortvedt plan to hold another film
festival next year.
J "I want to see Wooster move
into the cinematic era we live dur-
ing in Van academic way,"
Rortvedt said.
Dragons and missiles coming to a theater near you
Holly Laufman
i Staff Writer
The holidays are upon us and,
as it does every year, Hollywood
has ensured it won't miss out on
the season 's consumer frenzy-Her- e
are some of your shopping
' break options,, from action to
comdey to drama, this December:
Dungeons. & Dragons
Release Date: Dec. 8
Cast: Thora Birch, Jeremy
Irons, Marlon ' Wayans, Lee
Arenberg, Tom Baker
f, "Dungeons & Dragons" is
based on a popular role-playi- ng
game of the same name. The new
empress of a --mystical . land
recruits a band of adventurers,
including a sorceress and a rogue,
.to save the empire The threat
comes from an evil wizard,
played by Irons, who is trying to
dethrone the empress. The adven-
turers must go on a quest to find a
magical artifact to thwart the evil
wizard's plans. Unfortunately,
the wizard has also deployed a
band of henchmen to secure the
artifact
This directorial debut of
Courtney Solomon promises to be
an exciting fantasy thriller. The
finale includes dozens of computer-anim-
ated dragons in battle.
And if dragons aren't enough to
keep things lively, the previews
promise a twist in the plot.
Dude, Where's My Car?
.
Release Date: Dec. 15 -
Cast Ashton - Kutcher,' Seann
William Scott, . Jennifer Garner,.
Maria Sokoloff, Hal.Sparks r
Two college-ag- e guys wake up
one morning to remember nothing
about the night before. They
retrace their steps in a mission to
find their misplaced car and a new
stash. Director Danny Leiner has
mainly done TV episodes for the
NBC series "Freaks and Geeks"
and WB's "Felicity." Due to the
pairing of "That 70s Show's"
Ashton Kutcher (Kelso) and
"American Pie's" Seann William
Scott (Stifler), there is bound to
be an abundance of sex, drugs and
ignorance-base- d comedy. The
screenwriter, Philip Stark, is the
story editor of That 70s Show."
This will not be an intellectual
masterpiece, but rather a , no--
brainer comedic flick.
Ifexplosions and cheap comedy .
aren't enough to. get you to the
theaters', ' the Oscar buzz has f
already begun on the next four .;
Cast Away -
Release Date: Dec. 22
Cast: Tom Hanks, Helen Hunt,
Viveka Davis, Valerie Wildman
An inspector for Federal
Express is required to travel
around the.world evaluating dif-
ferent shipping companies. He is
on one such trip when his plane
crashes, and he is stranded alone
on desert island for four and a half
years. The film focuses on the
psychological effects of extended
isolation and then adjustment and
re-ent- ry into society.
Director Robert Zemeckis col-
laborated with Hanks on this film! .
Zemeckis other credits include
"Contact," the "Back , to the
Future" series1 and "What lies " ;
Beneath. Zemeckis and Hanks
were also coripled in ."Forrest.:.-Gump-."
Thirteen Days
-
. - ,
,-Rele-
ase-DatrJan.-12-
Cast: Kevin Costner, Bruce.
Greenwood, Steven Culp, Dylan
Baker
This film takes place during the
13 days that constituted the
Cuban Missile Crisis in October
1962. The story focuses on
Kennedy's advisor, who uses
political intrigue and international
diplomacy to end the situation.
This historical dramatization has
been compared to "Apollo 13."
Traffic
Release Date: Jan. 12
Cast: Michael Douglas,
Catherine Zeta-Jone- s, Dennis
Quaid, Benicio Del Toro, Topher
Grace, Salma Hayek j
This
.
drama ' is. based on the
1989 Brirish-- ' television mini-serie- s,
TIraffic; The film shows
representatives from all the stages
of the American war on drugs.
The mauvchaiacter is-- a. conflicted
See December movies on oage 9
Kravitz sells out on his "Greatest Hits
Dan Hains
Staff Writer
First let it be known that this
article and review is from some-
one who has avidly enjoyed
Lenny Kravitz's career since his
release of "Let Love Rule" in
1989. I am also a serious music
appreciater who judges music by
its creativity, flare and most of all
craftsmenship. I do love most of
his music and admire his showing
knowledge and use for rock and
roll's roots. However, one does
not reserve the right to put out a
greatest hits album after only five
albums unless you're one of the
greatest musicians or bands of all
time. With all due respect, Kravitz
is a great musician, but hasn't
quite achieved a godlike status in
his short 10-ye- ar career in the
spotlight He has put out some
great tunes, however, and has
brought some consciousness back
to great blues-base- d and riff-bas- ed
guitar rock that has the
capacity to make average music
Beginning Friday
Cinemark
Movies 10
Dungeons and Dragons (PG
Proof of Life (R)
Vertical Limit (PG-1- 3)
Little Nicky (PG-1- 3)
The Grinch (PG)
Charlie's Angels (PG-1- 3)
The Sixth Day (PG-1- 3)
102 Dalmations (G)
Men of Honor (R)
Meet the Parents (PG-1- 3)
Rugrats in Paris (G) '
Unbreakable (PG-1- 3)
great. Now, in a transition of
times and styles he has shown his
confusion towards who to please
himself or his fans. By put-
ting out a greatest hits album
instead of a studio album to fol-
low up "5," a dud in the craft
department but golden in the
sales department In other words
he's following the direction of
the dollar signs for the next go
around.
It's no secret which fans he
wants to please with this album
when you first pop it in you
hear the so-call-ed hits off "5."
The tracks open with a demolition
of the classic "American
Woman" that graced the Austin
Powers 2 soundtrack. If you
haven't heard this song, get out
from under the freakin' boulder
you live beneath and listen to any
local pop 40 station in the world.
Fm sure it is still somewhere in
their desireless playlists of teen
angst crap. Even, as the not-so-gr- eat
of a song it is, you will find
it to be gem compared 'to all the
at
13)(1:15) 4:15. 7:10,9:40
(1:00)4:00,7:00, 10:00
(1:05)4:05,7:35,10:20
4:25, 9:50
(2:15)4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(1:50)7:50,10:10
5:00
(2:25)5:05,7:30,9:55
(1:30)7:05
(2:10)4:40
7:20. 10:05
(2:20) 4:30, 7:25, 9:35
(2:30)5:10,7:45, 10:15
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Sorry, no passes
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
' General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5:00 pan. $6
First Matinee show Mon.-Fr- i. $3
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
other junk.
From that song, the album goes
into a catchy "Fly Away" that also
over-grace-d those same waste of
airwaves. This song is done in the
tradition of his greatest of all hits,
"Are You Gonna Go My Way": it
is centered around a central
repeating riff, only this one has no
solo or bridge, and carries on with
this redundant riff and bass line
during the verses. I'm not gonna
lie; I do like this song.
Next on the album is the worst
song in the Kravitz catalogue:
"Black Velveteen," a song about a
futuristic robotic Iovemaking
machine a novel idea wrapped
up in a poor-as- s song. He then
throws a nice soul-esqu- e song in
"I Belong To You." This con-
cludes the tunes from "5."
He then reaches in for a couple
of songs from his little known and
probably for a good reason album
"Let Love Rule." The title track
along with a jazzy "Mr. Cab
Driver" of Terrance Trent D' Arby
flavor and a slow soul ballad,
"Stand By My Woman," a nice
little number.
Kravitz then dips his hand into
the "Mama Said" gift bag. This
was a great album and is the one
which made a name for him. It's
also dedicated to his ex-wi- fe Lisa
Bonet (you may remember her as
the oldest Cosby daughter) and
their relationship on the rocks.
Only two hits from his second
best album appear on the album
the lovely tune "It Ain't Over
Til It's Over," which is not an Al
Green cover but sounds like it
could be, and "Always on the
Run," which you may have heard
in the movie "Go." This album
was chock-fu- ll of Kravitz must- -
Holiday movies cont.
Continued from page 8
state judge who has become the
nation's newest drug czar.
Unbeknownst to the judge, his
daughter is addicted to both crack
and heroin. Also shown is a drug-smuggli- ng
housewife who is
caught up in international nar-
cotics trade.
The director, Steven
Soderbergh, also directed "Erin
hears, but
he played
album sales
with the "5"
songs and
left the
classics to
die.
Next are
the songs
from his
best album.
"Are You
Gonna Go
My Way."
Once again
there where
not enough
from this
one. The
Lenng Krovitz Rgom
COURTESY OF LENNY KRAVITZ SINGLE "AGAIN"
Cover of Lenny Kravitz new single "Again "fea-
tured on "Lenny Kravitz: Greatest Hits. "
title track of Hendrix sound is on
this one, a killer tune that put him
on the charts with that cool video
that has been copied by everyone
from rappers to grandma. Not a
lot of people know but this song is
about Jesus; listen a little closer
next time. He then has "Believe,"
a hippie sort of slower song and
another soulful song of "Heaven
Help," a Stevie Wonder type of
tune.
Lenny then goes into his least
popular album of Kravitz fans
called "Circle." Nice playing on
this album, good religious mes-
sages though not popular or
that significant, still an album
worth listening to. "Rock and
Roll is Dead." in which he claims
the main riff is a Jimmy Page riff
played backwards, the song also
claims a disgust for sell-o- ut artists
who are making music for the
fame and money. Ironically, he
has delved into that department
The album then closes with his
only contribution of "Again," a
Brockovich" and "sex, lies, and
videotape."
Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon
Release Date: Jan. 12
Cast: Chow Yun-Fa- t, Michelle
Yeoh, Zang Ziyi
After a warrior gives his sword.
Green Destiny, to his lover, it gets
stolen. The warrior must recap-
ture the sword. The chase leads to .
late '70s-esqu- e song with a catchy
tune cliche lyrics and ideas
but a nice song nonetheless.
This album is geared towards
his recent fans from "5" rather
than his loyal guitar-slingin- g fans
from all those other great albums.
I still love Kravitz, but the man
has done so much better when
Virgin Records and MTV didn't
have him by the loins. After eight
albums' greatest hits can be sifted
through, its a lame excuse not to
put your ass on the line and do
what you feel instead of playing
the ever changing pop scene to go
with the next soon to die trend in
music. If you truly want Kravitz's
greatest hits, go buy "Are You
Gonna Go My Way" and "Mama
Said" and call it a moral victory.
Lets face it: the guy went from
playing the likes of John Lee
Hooker. B.B. King and Eric
Clapton to sharing the stage with
the Backstreet Boys, not what I
would consider a great career
move.
a wicked warrior and amazing
fight scenes in treetops.
This epic love fable combines
the acting skills of Chow Yun-Fa- t.
the directorial skills of Ang Lee,
and the action coordination of
Yuen Woo-Pin- g. Lee also direct-
ed "Sense and Sensibility," and
Yuen Woo-Pin- g developed the
astounding fighting sequences in
The Matrix." A warning: there
are subtitles.
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Kentucky Derby-vsvivA- n jockey killed .
Two-ti-- 3 Kentucky Derby winning jockey Chris Antley was
four.J dr..d by his brother and a close friend in his Pasadena home
last Sx::-:..- y. An investigation Las been launched but no suspects
have been cmed, and the coroner has not yet determined the cause
of death. Antley was found with a severe blunt-forc- e wound to the
head. Among his most famous wins were the Kentucky Derby in
1991
Chari?
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and 1999, where he was a 53-- 1 upset winner aooara
.TOtic. He also made the "Guinness Book of World Records"
r - vin:tc:s i t ,' C :.y i.i 1937.
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paranoia. Mo.-,-t peep I who kr.evv I
but ir.-v::.- .' 'a. end to a t .: career that could have teen bet- - :r than
it was. "It could have tt.n such a picture-boo- k story." sa.d h;s
agent. "He could have ecl'psed every rid'.rj record on earth. He
had p-c- hc logical problems, a.td Lis drug use probably sterr.med
from tlti. rn."
Two days af.rr the rta.oLf, Antley's friend Timothy Tl-- r r!ad
not gulVy to an earlier ir.cid. :.t at the house that involved raetham-phetatt-.- :.'
rollce say T '.er is net a suspect
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The e. ::. football vtt.s are in, and desrite some grt:-t.:hrtg- s,
most people are happy ui.h the matchups. There is no clear-c- ut
national championship game this year; instead, undefeated
Oklahoma will play number three Rorida State in the Orange
Bowl, leaving number two Miami out of the championship to play
number six Florida for what should be a great intrastate duel
between two passing teams.
Virginia State finished ahead of Oregon State in the BCS
ing. but this is the PAC-10- s year, sending Oregon State to the
Fiesta Bowl vs. number 10 Notre Dame and number four
University of Washington to the Rose Bowl to beat ahem ,
play number 14 Purdue. Most-analyst- s are predicting Florida
State to edge out victory behind the explosive passing game of
Heisman finalist Chris Weinke and secure a national champi-
onship for the Serainoles.' ; '' : '
.": Sports Briefs compiled by staff writer Josh Pantesco
'At whatpoint did every other
team in the league become a
farm club for the Yankees?"- -
posted by J. Johnson
. from Milton NH, on
CNNSI.com's "Your Turn"
Sports flicks for the
So. ..you 're snowed in at home
and frankly,; you're tired of
playing "Spyro the Dragon "
for the millionth time. Why not
use this opportunity to catch
up on all those sports movies
you 've been meaning to
watch? Following are our
picks for 10 sports movies you
absolutely must see (ranked
top to bottom):
Q Rocky
This made Stallone's career,
and he has been trying to live up
to it ever since. It is the story of
an underdog boxer rising up to
face the world champion.
Great characters had their start
in this movie; Rocky's trainer has
been mimicked countless times in --
other movies. Even though Adrian
is a dog, the movie is still a great
story. Good enough to warrant
four sequels.
o Chariots ofFire
This movie is ereat for the music alone.
"Chariots of Fire" tells the story of a group of
.English runners in the 1920s. Although the pace is
sluggish, at times, the film has good running
sequences. The slow motion sequence
beginning is what everyone remembers.
Bull Durham
Costner 's second appearance on
the list this movie tells the story
of a minor league baseball team
and their travels. Tim Robbins
plays a young pitcher, Costner is a
veteran catcher, and Susan
Sarandon seduces the entire team.
.
Perhaps the most quotable
movie on the list "Bull Durham"
will make you laugh each time
you see it
(Cont'dfrom
p. 12)
total from a year ago with two.
However, Wooster took the
Yeomen behind the woodshed,
83-5- 2.
The Scots broke open a close
contest in the second half.
Wooster led just 37-3- 3 at . the
break but --dominated the second
half to secure their sixth straight
win. Nelson had a big game, scor-
ing 18 points and yanking down
nine rebounds. Carlisle also came
up. big with 15 points and seven
boards.
0 HoosiersClassic story of David beats
. Goliath. A small Indiana high
school , basketball team makes a
run for the state championship
under the leader of a new coach
(Gene Hackman). Dennis Hopper
also delivers a fine performance
as the drunken father of a player
on the team. There is a little
romance, but it doesn't get in the
way of the basketball.
0 Caddyshack
This is the story of a group of
caddies at an exclusive country club
. and their antics with the rich golfers.
Bill Murray, Chevy Chase and Rodney
Dangerfield make golf usually
one of the most boring sports
imaginable- - funny.
However, the compulsive hunt
for the gopher steals the show. By
far the funniest golf movie, and
one of the . funniest movies
around.
0 Slap ShotThis is the best hockey movie ever, hands down.
"Slap Shot" highlights a bad hockey team that
finds other ways to win. It has lots of funny
- sequences, and, if for no other reason see this one
for the hilarious Hanson brothers and for Paul
Newman's strong performance.
at the
0. Eight Men OutA good portrayal of the Black Sox
scandal. John Cusack and Charlie
Sheen are two big names in a cast
that also includes the guy who
plays the dad on "Frasier."
Even though we all know how
it ends, you still watch, thinking
"maybe they won't do it this time."
The movie loses points for glori-
fying a bunch of guys who threw
the World Series for money.
Scots Con,'dpfT)
points of the game. Guard
Michaelyn Brunner '03, came off
the bench and nailed two three-poi- nt
attempts, finishing with 16.
DeJesus made up for her mediocre
performance against Earlham by
contributing with a doubleklouble
(15 points, 13 rebounds.) The
Scots allowed Denison's senior
forward Kristin Love to score a
game high 18 but did not allow
another Big Red player to finish in
double figures.
Considering that the Scots have
holidays
n The Natural
; The greatest ending ever in a
movie. Robert Redford stars as
Roy Hobbs, a pitching prospect
who is given a tryout out of high
' school. However, circumstances
prevent him from making it to the
big leagues until late in his life,
when he appears out of nowhere .
as a stellar rookie.
- The Quaker oatmeal guy also
appears as a convincing manager.
0 Field ofDreams
Kevin Costner has had a few
baseball movies, and this one
clearly is his best Costner plays
an Iowa farmer who follows his
dream and builds a baseball dia-
mond in his yard.
James Earl Jones is also very
good. His monologue about base-
ball's impact on American society
and his reaction when Costner
attempts to kidnap him with a
"gun" are both stellar.
HQ) Major League
The original was funny, but
thenJhey all went downhill from
there. The movie parodies the
Cleveland Indians during their
extensive losing years. Lots of
funny parts (though Bob Uecker's
commentary is very un-P.-C these
days), and Wesley Snipes looks
like Urkel. And remember "Is
very bad to steal Jobu's rum. Is
very bad."
been competitive in every one of
their five opening games, with a
2-- 3 record overall, these Scots
look to be much improved over
last year's team. That team start-
ed 1- -4 with a couple of lopsided
losses.
They will look to add to the win
column when they host the fifth
annual Nan Nichols Tournament
on Friday and Saturday.
Wooster will take on Ursuline
College in the first round. Ohio
Dominican College will play
Westminster College in the other
first round game.
Wes Bennett: gallons offun
Ann Raymond
Sports Editor
Qualifying for the Olympic tri
als in Indianapolis, placing second
at Division III nationals in the SO
freestyle, and winning the gallon
challenge: these are just three of
the many accomplishments on the
resume of Wes Bennett '01.
The first two on the list are not
surprising, since Bennett is one of
the best swimmers in Division III.
What is surprising is that he says
his most memorable feat in his
four years as a collegiate swim-
mer was not his shot at making the
Olympic team this summer, but
finishing second at nationals last
spring.
To prepare for the trials last
August, Bennett trained alone at
home in Knoxville, Tenn.
Although he did not fare as well
as he'd like at the trials, he was
not disappointed with the overall
experience. "Olympic trials is one
of the fastest meets in the world,"
Bennett said. "It was a very hum-
bling experience."
However, the many children in
attendance were not concerned
with his time, they just wanted his
autograph. "There were little kids
everywhere trying to get auto-
graphs from the swimmers,"
Bennett said. "A few kids actually
asked me for my autograph,
which was kind of crazy."
After all the hype this summer,
Bennett is back to focusing on his
final season at Wooster and the 50
freestyle. Topping the list of prior-
ities for Bennett is making a run at
the national record for this event,
which currently stands at 19.90.
"I've always been shooting for
that record," Bennett said. But
Swimming excels at Akron U.
Nationally qualifiying times abound at invitational
Rob Mauro
Staff Writer
Wooster's swimming and div--
ing team continued to add to its
reputation as a dominating
Division III squad this past week-
end. The Fighting Scots traveled
to Akron for the three-da- y Akron
invitational. The men wound up
finishing third out of eight com-
petitors, and the women nearly
took first place in their pool of
eight They were only 12 points
behind first-pla- ce Akron.
It was a hugely successful
weekend, with 17 national quali-
fying Wooster times recorded.
Both teams also proved that they
could compete evenly against
Division I teams. Not only were
there many standout performanc-
es, but the team as a whole per-
formed extremely well.
"It's easy to highlight the
national qualifiers and record
breakers, but the entire weekend
was filled with a significant num-
ber of outstanding swims from all
members,"
,Wooster Coach Keith
Beckett stated.
Highlights from the men's team
include Wooster's star Wes
Bennett '01,
who won three
individual
events.
Bennett auto-
matically quali-
fied for the
N C A A
Championships
which will
be held in
Buffalo, N.Y. in
March in the
50 freestyle en
route to posting A Wooster swimmer pushes for the wall
a first-pla- ce .
finish in that event (20.39). That is
the fastest time in the nation in
Division III so far this season.
The women's team was high-
lighted by the performance of
Jessica Ritchie '02, who earned
national cut times in three individ-
ual events and was part of five
relay teams that may be headed to
the NCAA Championships come
March. .
In addition to her national
times, she won both the 50
freestyle (24.20) and 100 freestyle
(52.75) events and set school
records in the 100 backstroke
(58.81) and 200 freestyle
with all his other accomplish-
ments, "it would be ridiculous to
be disappointed."
And if there were a national
championship for milk guzzling,
Bennett would probably qualify for
that event as well. Last month,
Bennett and about 16 other partici-
pants took on the challenge of fin-
ishing a gallon of two percent milk
in 58 minutes and holding it down
for two minutes. After losing the
previous eating contest of 40 chick-
en McNuggets,, Bennett was deter-
mined to take the gallon challege.
He was the last contestant
standing after the hour and thus
won the title of gallon challenge
champion. If Bennett attacks the
rest of his swimming career with
the same determination as he did
the gallon challenge, he will be set
to take the 50. freestyle record
down in March.
File Photo
(1:55.51).
All five of the women's relay
teams also qualified for nationals.
"Never in the history of the
Wooster's women's team have all
five relays qualified for nationals
in one invitational," said an elated
Beckett.
Following these strong per-
formances, the swimming teams
will be rewarded with more than a
month plus break. . The Akron
meet was the last scheduled swim-
ming event for the Fighting Scots
in the year 2000, and they will
resume competition on Jan. 13 at
Oberlin.
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Men's Basketball
Dec. 9 at Westminster (Pa.) 3 p.m.
Dec. 17 at Hiram 4 p.m.
Dec. 19 vs. Denison 7:30 p.m.'
Dec. 29-3- 0 Mose HolcKiwanis Classic
(with Case Western Reserve, .
Calvin and Chicago)
Jan. 8 at Savannah College ofArt & Design
Jan. 10 vs. Kenyon
Jan. 13 at Wabash
Jan. 17 vs. Hiram
Yoin en's Basketball
Dec. 8--9 Nan Nichols Tournament
(with Ohio Dominican,
Westminster and Ursuline)
Dec. 29 at CLzrcniont-Mudd-Scrip- ps 7 p.m.
Dec. 30 at Chcpman 3 p.m.
Jan. 5 at Kenyon 7:30 p.m.
Jan 6 vs. Ohio Wesleyan 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 10 at Denison 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 15 vs. Oberlin 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 17 at Hiram 7:30 p.m.
Svsimming and Diving
Jan. 13 ct Oberlin with Case 1 p.m.
Western Reserve 1
I The sports section would like to wish a fond
I (but temporary) farewell to sports editor Ann
y Raymond, who will be studying in France
Y:
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
. m 7:30 p.m.
next semester.
Ann, thank you for all your
hard work this fall.
. Editors: Erica Barnhill & Ann Raymond Assistant Editor: Ben Mitchell
Men 's basketball continues dominance, opens 6--0
Chris Powers
Viewpoints Editor
The beat goes on for the men's
basketball team. With two more
convincing wins, the Scots have
gotten off to a 6--0 start
Saturday the Scots opened con-
ference play by whipping
Earlham 85-6- 7. The Quakers are
much improved from a year ago
"
and were expected to challenge
Wooster on Saturday. However,
Wooster used a 24--8 spurt mid-
way through the second half to
turn a close game into a comfort-
able win in front of 1,095 fans.
The Scots opened the game
with six quick points, and it
- looked like it would be a cake-wa- lk
for Wooster. But Earlham
responded and kept the game tight
through much of the early-goin- g.
The Scots went on a 15-- 2 run to
gain a 15-poi- nt advantage with
just over eight minutes left in the
: half. Earlham refused to go away
however, by cutting the deficit to
37-2- 8 at intermission.
The game remained close
. through the beginning of the sec
11: 1.
L 1
5 : 'i
5 "
ond stanza, with the Quakers clos-
ing to as close as four points on
more than one occasion and trail-
ing by just six (41-3- 5) with 13:05
left But the Scots owned the next
eight minutes, extending to their
largest lead at 65-4- 3 before cruis-
ing to the 16 point win.
Wooster utilized a balanced
scoring attack, with seven players
scoring at least seven points.
Starting guards Antwyan
Reynolds '02 and Nate Gaubatz
01 each tallied 14 points to pace
the Scots. Each also had a team1
high four assists, and Reynolds
added four steals. " Matt Smith '03
struggled with his outside shot but
was still able to score 12 points
while playing solid defense.
Bryan Nelson '03 poured in 10
points and grabbed seven
rebounds.
Steve Thompson '01, who got
his first start of the year due to the
Quakers' small lineup, scored
eight points and pulled down six
boards. The man Thompson
replaced, Brian Carlisle '. '02,
chipped in seven points, and
Randy Sistrunk '04 also came off
V
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Morgan Ramsdell '01 goes up strong on Saturday against Earlham.
the bench to contribute eight
points and six rebounds.
Head Coach Steve Moore was
delighted with the victory. "We
felt that our players were very
much ready to play and played
very well," he said.
For the Quakers, Nathan Stoops
led the way with 17 points,
including three of the strangest-lookin- g
foul shots you'll ever see.
The Wooster victory extended
the nation's longest active home
winning streak in Division III to
36 games. Only the University
of Utah, a D-- I school, has a
longer streak in the entire
NCAA,;
Wooster also has another 36
game streak: with their defeat of
Oberlin last night, the Scots have
now won 36 consecutive NCAC
games. The last time Wooster lost
a conference game was to
Wittenberg in the 1998 NCAC
Tournament.
Oberlin came into last night's
game on an emotional high, hav-
ing already equalled their win
See Men on p. 10
Women ' s
Tom Canfield
Staff Writer
Down 45-3- 9 with less than 13
minutes to go in regulation, the
Wooster women's basketball team
was poised for a potential upset of
mighty Ohio Wesley an in
Delaware on Nov. 29. Disaster
then struck over the next four
: minutes.
.
The Scots managed only one
field goal during this stretch, as
the Bishops pulled away and took
the contest 76-6- 1. Despite their
eventual loss, the Scots managed
to play with Ohio Wesley an,
something they hadn't done in
recent years.
Unfortunately for the Scots,
their strong performance against
the Bishops might have caused
them to overlook their opponent
on Saturday, Dec. 2 in the
Earlham College Quakers, a team
against which Wooster has been
competitive in past seasons. The
Scots fell to 1- -3 overall, losing at
'as--
Mali Smith '03 drives baseline
b-b- all top
home 69-6- 0.
The Scots turned in their worst
shooting performance of the year,
a frigid 28 percent from the floor.
Even when they were not guard-
ed, the Scots eould not produce
points, shooting only 50 percent
from the line.
The poor shooting overshad-
owed the fact that Wooster put on
a great defensive show, forcing 38
Earlham turnovers. Even with
their offense struggling, the Scots
were in the ballgame until the
very end, when the Quakers ended
the contest on a 9-- 2 run over the
final five minutes.
Freshman forward Lindsey
Chappell turned in a monster per-
formance for Earlham, scoring 20
points and 19 rebounds. Senior
center Shelly Holt added another
20 for the Quakers. Junior guard
Kerri Horst provided the lone
offensive output for Wooster,
dropping in 17 points long with
six assists.
The Scots were also hurt by the
A ti.
J
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against the Earlham defender.
s Big Red
sub-p- ar performances of their top
three leading scorers, Stephanie
Woodruff '02, Nara DeJesus '03
and Morgan Ramsdell '01, each
scoring below her season aver-
ages.
On Tuesday, the Scots turned in one
of their better performances all year,
beating Denison University 75-7- 0 and
avenging a pair of close losses last year
to the Big Red.
Trailing by seven with about
five minutes to go in the game,
Wooster put the clamp' down on
Denison, holding them to one bas-
ket over the final minutes.
Meanwhile, the offense woke up
from the slumber of the Earlham
game, finishing on a 14-- 2 run..
Unlike Saturday's game, when
Horst was the lone Scot player to
finish in double digits, Wooster
had four players with double fig-
ures.
Horst continued her hot streak,
adding 15, while Ramsdell scored 17,
including 10 of Wooster 's first 12
See Scots on p. 10
